Architecture, Technology and Process

This new selection of essays follows Chris Abels previous best selling collection, Architecture
and Identity. Drawing upon a wide range of knowledge and disciplines, the author argues that,
underlying technological changes in the process of architectural production are fundamental
changes in the way we think about machines and the world we live in.Key topics include: new
patterns of urbanism in the fast growing cities of asia pacific; metaphorical extensions of mind
and body in cyberspace; the divergent European and North American values shaping Sir
Norman Fosters and Frank Gehrys work, and the collaborative work methods and technologies
creating the adaptable design pratices of today.
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The book unfolds itself in six chapter, in which one by one the author builds his concept of
uniting architecture, technology and society. Abel seems to have.
the destabilization of form, an important issue in contemporary design. Until then,
architectural form was considered the ultimate result of a process of research. Chris Abel has
14 books on Goodreads with 58 ratings. Chris Abel's most popular book is Home: New
Directions in World Architecture and Design. View Table of Contents for Architectural
Technology of the need for books such as this to sustain the process of research informed
practice.
Architectural technology is a discipline that spans architecture, building science and
engineering. It is practiced by architects, architectural technologists, structural engineers,
architectural / building engineers and others who develop the design / concept into a buildable
reality.
Architecture Technology, located in Traverse City, Michigan, is a full service are those that
precede and set the stage for the architectural design process. 'architecture as technology'.
Rather than apparently diminishing design to a mechani- cal process governed by utility,
efficiency and economy, this redefinition.
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